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PERSONA impact assessment training (IV):
practical exercise



Agenda

Quiz

1. Recast
▪ the framework

▪ the method

2. Introduction to the case study

3. Group exercise 

4. Next steps in the PERSONA project

5. Q&A



The framework

1. systematic process

2. considers the relevant societal concerns

3. not everything needs it

4. uses the appropriate method

5. includes recommendations 

6. a best efforts obligation

7. relies on sufficient knowledge and know-how

8. documented & transparent

9. deliberative

10. accountable

11. assessor is independent

12. simple

13. adaptive

14. inclusive

15. receptive

16. grows in supportive environment



The method

Source: Dariusz Kloza, The concept of impact assessment in European 
privacy and personal data protection law, Brussels, 2019



iBorderCtrl project (2016-2019)

Case study

▪ European Commission’s Research Programme 
“Secure Societies – protecting freedom and 
security of Europe and its citizens” 

▪ The aim of iBorderCtrl was to enable faster and 
thorough border control for third country nationals 
crossing the land borders of EU Member States:

▪ 2 Stages identification process
1. Pre-screening
2. At the actual border



Critiques to iBorderCtrl project

▪ The press: critique of “Automated Deception Detection System” technology (e.g. The Guardian)

▪ Civil society: risk of discrimination, fundamental rights infringements (e.g. Homo Digitalis)



An example



Practical exercise

1. Why (not) to do a DPIA? 
Why (not) to do other types of impact assessments? 

2. How would you define the benchmark for the impact 
assessment process? 

3. What type of expertise should be included in the team of 
assessors? 

4. What types of (personal) data are to be processed? 

5. What types of privacy are affected? 

6. What are the possible impacts on fundamental rights beyond 
privacy and data protection?

7. What types of ethical concerns the technologies raise? 

8. What could be the issues related to social acceptance of these 
technologies? 

9. Are the technologies necessary? 
Are they proportionate? 

10. What are the risks? 
How do you assess them? 

11. Who, if ever, is to be consulted? 

12. What are the possible mitigation measures? 

13. When would you revisit the impact assessment? 
Why? 

14. How do you document your process? 

15. Who is going to check the quality of the process? 
How? 

16. ...
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Thank you!


